
Integration of the swimming pool regulation of Golfo Gabella  

 

                                      We inform that these additions are substitute and/or additional to the current rules  

                                      Special signs will be placed on the behaviour rules about  Covid  and integration of new rules 

 

Timing- Organizations of spaces-necessary behaviour and monitoring  

 The swimming pool area will be open from 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM   

 Gel dispensers and detergent/soap dispenser for both sides will be installed at the entrance and exit  

 The toilet facilities will remain closed (only for emergences it will be possible to request the keys from the 
lifeguard) 

 The solarium will be organized in pitches/positions  delimited in blue with spaces in compliance with the 
guidelines for the reopening  of the economic and production activities of the Conference of the region and 
Autonomous Provinces of 25/05/2020  (appox . 10 m2 per sun- umbrella) 

 The pitches and the paths will be delimited with adhesive tapes on the ground as well as the distance for any 
queues (access to showers) . The distance between the beds of 1,5 m between adjacent pitches must be 
respected  

 Each pitch will have a tag with a number and the rules of behaviour will be distributed 

 Each pitch will be equipped with a detergent and a roll of paper and, upon leaving the pitch ,the guest will 
have to perform the cleaning with the products available and bring all their waste with you  

 Every evening at closing  the assistants will in any case provide for the sanitation of the equipment  

 The absolute ban on moving sun beds , chairs and umbrellas from one location to another has been 
introduced 

 It will not be possible to bring sun beds or chairs into the swimming pool from the outside 

 The use of beach towels for sun beds is mandatory 

 To ensure maximum hygiene ,all the pools will be kept at the maximum chlorination level permitted  by law 

 The frequency of the chlorine parameters checks will also be increased 

 The swimming pool will be manned by a number of employees appropriate to the presence flow with 
particular attention to weekends and period of greater influx 

 The attendant(s) will perform entrance control, eventual queue management , slippers and foot wash 
control, pitch assignment, whirlpool  use control , baby pool, shower, exit and entrance routing 

 The frequenters will have to respect the social distancing of at least one meter 

 The frequenters must rigorously respect the norms of the regulation, of its integrations and of the indications 
given by the assistant .  

 Failure to comply with this regulation will result in the removal from the swimming pool area  

ACCESS AND STAY  

 Access to the solarium area and to the swimming pool is allowed  from the entrance points of the building C-
of the building A2,B and E ,from the building A1; guest will follow with an obligatory course (Red) that will 
conduct to the assistant position where there will be the registration and time of access   

 The door to the street /reception will be “exit only “ 

 Attendance will recorded and kept for 14 days 

 At the access the body temperature will be measured ,preventing the access in case of a 
temperature of 37,5 degree or higher , the temperature date will not be recorded in any way  



 Circulation in the solarium area for access to the swimming pool will be indicated by a one-way route 
indicated in yellow 

 The bathing assistant  will assign a pitch/ position per apartment until availability is exhausted ,the number of 
user per pitch will be determined as per the condominium regulation   

 In the event of the exhaustion of the available pitches/positions ,the guest will register with the bather 
assistant on the waiting list for subsequent access  

 In case of exhaustion of the available pitches a maximum stay of 2 hours is established from the time of 
assignment of the pitch per apartment unit. The pool staff will make sure timing is respected  by letting those 
who first entered exit and making the first on the waiting list enter and so on.  

 Those who come out can get back on the waiting list by respecting the previous row 

 Those who do not wish to queue will have to exit the door toward the street/reception 

 It is mandatory to wash feet and slippers at the bather assistant’s station 

 Those who want to access only for swimming will still have to register and will have a limited number of 
single white chairs suitably spaced and positioned and which cannot be moved . In case of exhaustion of the 
available chairs the maximum stay of 30 min is established from the time of assignment of the chair per 
person . The pool attendants will respect the deadlines by letting out the one who first entered and making 
the first one on the waiting list enter and so on     

 The assignees of the pitches cannot also be assigned seats and vice versa 

Access to the main swimming pool –baby pool – Whirlpool  

 It is underlined that for the access  is mandatory  to shower to be carried out at the location between hydro 
massage and baby pool  

 Compulsory use of swimming caps head that can be purchased also locally   

 Access to the main pool takes place from the 2 stairs as the exit ; guest are invited to avoid any intersection 
respecting the rules of the social distancing 

 The density of crowding in the pool is calculated with an index of 7 m2 of water surface per person for which 
the bathing assistant will control the number of users in the water to ensure social distancing (for the main 
pool the simultaneous presence of 25 people is allowed , for the baby pool is 3 ) 

 Access to the Whirlpool ,in compliance with the specific regulation , is allowed only to the occupant of the 
same pitch assigned in the max number of 4 people and is forbidden for children under the age of 6 and with 
a height of less than 130 cm 

 Parents carers are recommended to take care to supervise the children for the respect of the distance and 
the Hygiene –Behaviour  rules compatibly with the degree of autonomy and their age 

 

 


